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Abstract
We apply rigged Hilbert space techniques to the quantum mechanical treatment
of unstable states in nonrelativistic scattering theory. We discuss a method which
is based on representations of decay amplitudes in terms of expansions over complete
sets of generalized eigenvectors of the interacting Hamiltonian, corresponding to
complex eigenvalues. These expansions contain both a "discrete" and a "continuum"
contribution. The former corresponds to eigenvalues located at the second sheet
poles of the S matrix, and yields the exponential terms in the survival amplitude.
The latter arises from generalized eigenvectors associated to complex eigenvalues
on background contours in the complex plane, and gives the corrections to the expo
nential law.

1.

Introduction.

When considering unstable states in quantum theory, one is confronted with the
following problem (see e.g. [1] and references therein).

From the analogy with the

classical case, one might believe that the quantum survival probability of the un
stable state h, P(t) = |A(t)|2, ivhere A(t) = (h,exp(-iHt)h) is the survival ampli
tude, decays exponentially.

However, by using some of the Paley-Wiener theorems

and the physical hypothesis that the Hamiltonian is bounded below, it is seen that
as t approaches infinity, P(t) cannot decrease faster than exp(-at^), a > 0, q < 1,
so that P(t) vanishes slower than exp(-it/r) for any positive r.

Moreover, if one

assumes that h is a state with finite expectation value for the energy, it is
easily seen that dP(t)/dt vanishes at t = 0.

These two facts imply that a quantum

unstable state cannot have an exact exponential decay, and the need arises for
methods allowing for the separation of the exponential term from a background rele
vant at short and long times only.
It has been many times suggested, and in many cases proven, that resonances in
scattering theory should be connected either to poles of the analytic continuation
of the resolvent of the Hamiltonian, suitably restricted to some manifold, or to
poles of the resolvent of certain nonself-adjoint operators associated with the
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Hamiltonian (see e.g. [2-5], [6 , vol. IV]).
Another recurring argument in the literature is that resonances, i.e. peaks
in cross sections, are to be associated with unstable states, as stated for ex
ample in any book on quantum scattering theory; for clear formulations of this see
[1,7].
Also, from an intuitive point of view, physicists like to think of resonances
as associated to complex eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, the real and negative
imaginary part of one such "eigenvalue" being respectively the energy and halfwidth of the resonance.

For a rigorization of this idea along lines different from

those we develop here, see [3,8,9].
The aim of this lecture is to show how to give a rigorous ground to the last
point above, by the use of analytic eigenfunctionals in the framework of rigged
Hilbert spaces (or Gel'fand triplets) [10-12].*

This technique is further shown to

provide a method, which is intuitively easy, for the analytic continuation of a re
duced resolvent of the Hamiltonian across the absolutely continuous (a.c.) spectrum
in such a way that its poles are the same as those of the continued S-matrix.

As a

by-product, the connection between unstable states and resonances is stressed once
again.

Our method stems from [15], where analytic continuation techniques were used

to separate the exponential decay law from the background in the framework of the
F r u J ichs model [16], and the present lecture and a forthcoming paper [17] are in
tended to provide a rigorization and generalization of [15].

Our approach is re

lated to that of ref. [8], the main difference being that we allow, and desire, the
existence of generalized eigenvectors with complex eigenvalues not restricted to the
positions of resonances.

2.

Rigged Hilbert spaces and analytic functionals

In this section, we recall some essential features of rigged Hilbert spaces, in
connection with the diagonalization of self-adjoint (s.a.) operators.

We also re

view a few facts about analyticity of families of functionals in rigged Hilbert
spaces, that depend on a complex parameter z.

Finally, we examine the case when

such families are families of eigenfunctionals of a s.a. operator, and connect their
isolated singularities with eigenfunctionals and associated functionals.
Rigged Hilbert spaces were introduced and studied [10, vol TV; 11,12] in order
to give a rigorous and direct meaning to the eigenket and eigenbra formalism de
veloped by Dirac.

We shall sketch the formalism by means of an example, the

operator T =-id/dx with domain in the Hilbert space H - L

(-c^+oo) such that T is

*The appearance of "complex eigenvalues" for self-adjoint operators was first no
ticed and treated by physicists, in connection with the reduction of unitary repre
sentations of Lie groups with respect to noncompact subgroups (see e.g., [13]).
Rigged Hilbert space techniques in this connection were first introduced, to our
knowledge, in [14].

s.a.

The eigenvalue equation -idfp(x)/dx = pf^(x) has as only solutions plane

waves fp(x) = exp(ipx) that do not belong to H; eigenkets make no sense within H.
However, we know that they are associated to Fourier transform, i.e. <exp(-ipx) |h> 5
/^°exp(-ipx)h(x)dx = h(p) can be defined for any h in H to yield a unitary transform
from H onto L2

w.r.t. the variable p; then Th is transformed into the func

tion <exp(-ipx)|Th> - p<exp(-ipx)|Th> = ph(p).

In general, given any s.a. operator

A, there is a unitary operator that diagonalizes A, that is to say that transforms
the Hilbert space onto a space of L

functions of a real variable X upon which A

acts as the operator of multiplication by X; such a unitary operator is called the
generalized Fourier transform associated to A (see e.g. [6 , vol. I]).
Rigged Hilbert space technique consists essentially in finding I) a dense sub
manifold 4> II) included in the domain of T, III) invariant with respect to T, en
dowed with a topology such that IV) the identity embedding of <j> into H is continuous
and V) the action of T from <f> into <j> is continuous; finally, things must be arranged
in such a way that if p € <t>, <exp(-ipx) |<f> defines a linear continuous functional
upon <J>, i.e. it belongs to the dual space <j>'.

It has to be noted that because of

I) and IV), H is continuously and densely embedded into <t>'. Hence, vectors in <J>*
can be approximated by vectors in <j>, a physically important fact.

Then the rela

tionship:
<exp(-ipx) |T p = p<exp(-ipx) |<f>

(1 )

valid for almost every p, is to be understood not only as defining the function
p^(p) in L
way.

(-00,00), Fourier transformed of -idp(x)/dx, but also in the following

For any p, <exp(-ipx))<p> defines a linear continuous functional upon <p, and

so does <exp(-ipx)

|Tj?>

because T is continuous upon

<p;

therefore T can be seen as

acting upon <exp(-ipx)| and transforming it into the new functional <exp(-ipx)|T
that acts upon <j> according to <exp(-ipx) |Tp»>.

Then (1) simply means that the func

tional <exp(-ipx)| is eigenvector of the extension of T in the space <f>', with eigen
value p.

In the example at hand, one can choose <j) to be S, the space of test func

tions for tempered distributions (whose space is denoted by S') endowed with the
usual topology [10 vol. I; 6 vol. I],

We know that the functionals <exp(-ipx)| are in

S ’, so that they are eigenvectors of T in S', even though they do not belong to H.
Moreover they form a complete set, in the sense that the scalar product between any
two vectors f and ij; in S is given by:
( M )

=

f*™<exp(-ipx)lf»<exp(-ipx)l\l»dp

as follows from unitarity of the Fourier transform.
proximated by vectors in H , as is well known.

,

(2)

Such eigenvectors can be ap

Therefore, if we are looking for a

"complete set of eigenvectors” for any given s.a. operator A acting in a Hilbart
space H, we may start looking for a submanifold <j> such that conditions I)-V) are
satisfied w.r.t. A.

Because of technical reasons, we have also to require that the

topology on the submanifold <J> be such that <j> is VI) nuclear, VII) barrelled and
3
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VIII) complete.

For the definitions we do not give here, see f.i. [10, vol. II; 11].

A triple of spaces <j> C f f C f

satisfying conditions I), IV), VI), VII) and VIII) is

a rigged Hilbert space (notice that in ref. [10, vol. IV] this term denotes a smal
ler class of spaces).

The triple S C H C s ' is an example of such space.

A theorem

of Maurin states that a "complete family of eigenvectors" always exists, that is to
say the following.

Given any s.a. operator A in a Hilbert space H, there exists a

rigged Hilbert space <j>C H C (j>* that satisfies II), III), and V) w.r.t.A.

In the dual

t})' of (j) there exists a family of eigenvectors <X[ of A ,
<X|A = X<X|

or

<X|Ap> = X<X]/»

for any p € <j> and any X in the spectrum £ of A.

(3)

This set-is complete, i.e.. for any

^ a:d ^ in (j) it holds:
O j'IO = /z <X|pxX|\|»>dy(X)
\i being some measure on E.
—

—

' T " ....

"

(4)

Otherwise stated, this means that the transform from <f>
'

-

■

..... . ■■ ■■ —

into L (Z,y) given by |?> -> <X|?>, where <X|

- ----------- ------- ■■■■ ■ ------------

is to be considered for fixed f a

function of the parameter X in E, can be extended to the whole of H and then coin
cides with one of the possible generalized Fourier transforms that diagonalize A
[10, vol. IV; 11].
Returning to the example of the derivative operator, we see that here, as well
as in the general case, the choice of the rigged Hilbert space is not unique:

for

example, instead of S we could have chosen for 4> the space V of test functions with
compact support [10 vol. I; 6 vol. I].

Of course, also this choice is such that

Maurin theorem is satisfied, and indeed we know that the plane waves <exp(-ipx)| are
distributions in V ' as well.

However, here another interesting feature arises:

for

any complex z, the functions exp(-ipz) are distributions in V ', that is to say the
integrals
<ZI P = /_+“exp(-izx)?(x)dx

*

(5)

converge for any test function with compact support and are continuous w.r.t. the
topology of P.

Moreover, these distributions are such that, for any complex z and

for any <f in V , <z|Tp> = z<z|p>, i.e. the eigenvalue equation has solutions also
for eigenvalues that are not in the spectrum of T; however, the associated eigen
vectors in V ' do not play any role in Maurin theorem.

This is a general feature:

solutions of the eigenvalue problem may arise for eigenvalues in the spectrum as
well as for eigenvalues outside the spectrum, that do not play any role in Maurin
theorem [13,14].
Another important feature arises in this example:

for any fixed p in P.<z|p>

as given in (5) is an analytic function of z, because one can differentiate under
the integral.

We will say that a family of vectors <G(z)| in <j)' depending on the

complex parameter z is analytic in a region ft if for any 9 in <j> the ordinary func
tion of z given by <G(z)|p> is analytic in

[10, trol. I],

An isolated singularity

for an analytic family <G(z) | is a point Zq in the complex plane such that, for at
least some p in <J>, <G(z)|p is singular at Zq and the family <G(z) | is analytic in
some punctured disc about z^ [10, vol. I].

The integral J^<G(z)|dz has to be under

stood as that particular vector in <j>1, call it <c |, such that for any p in <f>, it
holds <c\p> = /y<G(z)|p>dz where, for fixed p, the r.h.s„ is an ordinary Riemann
integral [10, vol. I]; it can be shown that, under assumptions milder than I)-VIII),
if y is a rectifiable path, /^,<G(z) |dz always converges to a unique <c| in <f>' when
ever <G(z)| is analytic on y.

Also, with the same assumptions, Cauchy theorems for

integrals of ordinary analytic functions hold true for integrals of analytic fami
lies in 4>1.

The same is true for Taylor expansions or Laurent expansions about an

isolated singularity zQ, i.e.:
+0 0

.

«iooi
<cn

M

-

<z - z o ) n

(6)

■ 2 i r / ( z - V " n "1 < G t z ) l ’

(6,)

the series converging in a suitable sense in (j)’ [10, vol. I].

Moreover, the prin

ciple of identity of analytic functions, or principle of analytic continuation,
holds true in our setting.

We are interested in the case when a family of eigen

vectors <G(A)| of a s.a. operator A, <G(X)|A = X<G(X)|, is the restriction to the
spectrum E of A of a family <G(z)| analytic in some region fl D E.

Then, provided

there is in E a proper accumulation point which is also in J2, the family <G(z)|
satisfies <G(z)|A = z<G(z)| everywhere in fi by the principle of identity of analytic
functions.

Next, consider the coefficients <cn (z(pl °f the Laurent expansion about

an isolated singularity z^ for such an analytic family of eigenvectors.

From (6 ')

it is readily seen that [17]:
<cn tzo)lA ’ z0<cn

M

+ <cn - l M

•

f7)

Therefore, if <cn _i(zg) I vanishes, <cn (Zg) | is an eigenvector with eigenvalue Zq ,
otherwise it is an associated vector.

If the singularity is a pole of order N (or

a regular point) then <c (zq )| (or the first nonvanishing coefficient) is an eigen
vector with eigenvalue Zq .

3.

Singularities of the continued reduced resolvent and analytic families of eigen
vectors of the Hamiltonian

Here we envisage a s.a. operator H with suitably good properties and show how
the singularities of the analytic continuation of its resolvent, properly reduced,
across the spectrum, are associated with corresponding singularities of analytic
families of eigenvectors of H.

In the case where H is interpreted as the Hamil

tonian, these singularities give rise to exponentially decaying discrete contribu
tions to survival amplitudes of nonstationary states.
Suppose that there exists a rigged Hilbert space <j> C K C <j>’ that satisfies con
ditions I)-VIII) w.r.t. H and that the complete family of eigenvectors <G(A) | of H
.5

in <t>! which appear in Maurin theorem is the restriction to the spectrum Z of H of a
family <G(z)| analytic in some region

D £.

For the sake of clarity, assume Z to

be simple and an interval, possibly infinite, of the real axis, and that formula (4)
can be written with \i the Lebesgue measure.
valid these assumptions.
where in Ji.

Throughout this section, we consider

From sec. 2, we know that <G(z)|H = z<G(z)| holds every-

Consider also the space <f> of antilinear continuous functionals on <J>

If <G(z)| is in <{>' then the functional |F(z)> defined by:
<p|F(z)> = <G(z)\p>
is in 4>x .

(8)

If <G(z)|A = z<G(z)| we have H|F(z)> = z|F(z)>.

course analytic in

The family |F(z)> is of

the complex conjugate of the region ft; for such families of

antilinear eigenvectors everything can be stated as it was in sec. 2 for <G(z)|.
The introduction of such antilinear functionals could be avoided, but we will not
dwell upon this here [15,17].
Let f (z) be an entire analytic function whose restriction to Z is bounded, and
consider the following identity for any <f and i|j in <f>:
Cp,f(H)iJ0 = Jz"<G(X)|pf(X)<G(X)|/>>dX .

(9)

If T is i path inside ft D ft, obtained by deforming E, with both end points in Z,
and Z p Z 2 »...,z

are the singular points of <G(z)| and/or |F(z)> in the region A en

closed by Z and r, Cauchy theorem yields (see figure)
(p,f(H)\|0 = L<j»|F(z)>f(z)<G(z) |ijj>dz - 2-iriZ.Res
X

X

[<pjF(z)>f(z)<G(z)|i)j>] ,

the last term at the r.h.s. being the sum over the residues.

(10)

If, say, |F(z)> is

regular in A, whereas <G(z)| is singular only at Zq , a simple pole, (10) becomes:
(^f(H)ifO = Jr<p|F(z)>f(z)<G(z) |\J<> - 2Tri<^|F(z0)>f(z0)<c_1 (z0)|i|»> ,

(11)

<c_i(z0)| being an eigenvector of H in <J>' with eigenvalue Zq, defined by (6) and
(6 ').

In the general case of a higher order singularity, there would appear various

coefficients of the Laurent expansions of <G(z)| and |F(z)>, coefficients Which we
know to be either eigenvectors or associated vectors with eigenvalues given by the
location of the singularities.

Therefore, we have expanded scalar products in terns

o L a ^complete" family of eigenvectors and associated vectors of H with complex eigen
values; singularities of the analytic family of eigenvectors give a discrete

6

contribution to such expansions.

Let us stress here that such eigenvectors can al

ways be approximated by means of vectors in H.

Now let f(z) = exp(-izt) and inter

pret H as the Hamiltonian of some quantum system.

In the case that leads to (11),

we have for the survival amplitude A(t) of a state p in <J>:
M O

“ /r<?|F(z)><G(z)|pexp(-izt)dz - 2iri exp(-iz0t)<;|F(z0)><c_1 (z0) \f> .

(II1)

Assuming r lies in the lower halfplane of the complex energy, so that Im Zq < 0, we
have associated with the pole at Zq two eigenvectors, <c _^(Zq )| and |F(Zq )>, and a
time behaviour exp(-iZgt), i.e. exponential decay, explicitly separated from a back
ground given by the integral over r.

In the case of a higher order pole at Zq , the

discrete contribution arising from the singularity would be of the form P(t)expf-iz^t),
with P(t) a polynomial.
Next, let us consider the resolvent R(w) = (H-w) \

Whenever w is not in I,

R(w) is in the space L(<j>,<}>x) of continuous operators from <J> into <|>x , where <t»x is en
dowed with the so-called weak topology [10, vol. II; 11]; as such, it has a conII
x
tinuation across £, R (w), which is also in L ($,((> ) (but not in L(H,H)!), its singu
larities being the same as those of the families |F(z)> and <G(z)|.

Let us remark
Y

that only matrix elements between vectors in <|> make sense for an operator in L(<j>,<j> ).
To see that R(w) is continuable, consider, for any p and ip in <j>, the identity:
(p,R(w)iJ0 = /£<G(A) |?><G(A) 1 ( A - w ) \lA.
with a suitable

Application of Plemelj formulas, together

definition of convergence for sequences of operators in L(<j»,<t>x), and

the fact that |F(z)><G(z)| is in L(<|>,({>x), yield that:
RH (z) = R(z) + 27Ti|F(z)><G(z)|

(12)

is the analytic continuation of R(w) across Z from the upper halfplane into the
second Riemann sheet.

4.

Clearly its singularities are those of |F(z)> and <G(z)|.

A critical comment

Even though we have been able to connect to each other singularities of the
continued resolvent, discrete contributions to the survival amplitude with exponen
tial decay law and eigenvectors (or associated vectors) of the Hamiltonian with com
plex eigenvalues, we are not in general justified in considering these objects asso
ciated with true physical resonances.

Indeed, the analytic structure of the eigen

vectors critically depends on the choice of <j). As a matter of fact, given any Zq
with Im zn < 0, we can find a <f> such that the corresponding family of eigenvectors
has a simple pole at Zq . Correspondingly, poles for the continued resolvent can be
located arbitrarily and therefore, for a Hamiltonian with at least part of the spec
trum as in sec. 3,unstable states can be found with arbitrary energy and lifetime.
In order to be able to select the true resonances in any particular case, we need
additional input from the physics of the problem.
using a second Hamiltonian and scattering theory.
7

We do this in the next section by

5.

Connection with the second sheet poles of the S matrix

A suitable way, though not the only possible one [1,4,5,6,18], to select physi
cal resonances and to associate them to singularities of analytic families of eigen
vectors of the Hamiltonian H, may consist in the introduction of a suitable "unper
turbed" Hamiltonian H® and in assuming that resonances are connected to the singulari
ties of the continued S matrix.

Accordingly, assume we have two Hamiltonians, an

"unperturbed" one H® and a "perturbed" one H in the Hilbert space H, and let P^ and P
be the orthogonal projections on the absolutely continuous (a.c.) subspaces of H^ and
H respectively (for the definition, see f.i. [6 , vol. I]).

Assume the existence of

the Miller wave operators W+ and W_ for the pair (H^,H), defined by |im8exp(-iH^t)P^h exp(-iHt)W+P®h|| = 0, where h is any vector in H.

The S operator is then defined as

S = W^W+ and it is unitary in P°H (the space of scattering asymptotes).

We recall,

because it will be important later, the meaning in time independent scattering theory
of the wave operators.

There is a generalized Fourier transform F® that diagonalizes

i P , which transforms the vector h in H into the function [F^(h)].(E), where the sub-

0
script i takes into account degeneracy, say angular momentum, and the vector H h into
0

+

E[F (h)]^(E); moreover there are two generalized Fourier transforms F

and F

that

diagonalize H, i.e. h -* [F+ (h)]^(E), or h -> [F (h)]^(E), such that Hh is transformed
by them into E[F+ (h)]^(E) and E[F (h)]^(E) respectively and such that
[F+ (W+P°h)].(E) = [F°(P°h)](E)
dnd

i

(13)

x

[F'(W_P°h)].(E) = [F°(P°h)]i (E) .

(13’)

Let S-.(E) be the diagonalization of the S operator w.r.t. i P , i.e. [F^(SP^h)].(E) =
J

0

0

£jS^j(E)[F (P h)].(E) (in the formal theory of scattering, one has:
5(E-E')S^ (E)) .

<E,i|S|E'j> =

Then it also holds
[F"(Ph)]i CE) = E j S ^ C E H F 4 C H O I C E )

.

(14)

Now we assume that the S matrix elements S .-(E ) can be continued from above into the
-----lj
unphysical sheet and we stick to the usual assumption that resonances are to be as
sociated with poles of such continuation.

Next, we assume that a single rigged Hil

bert space <p C H C <j>' exists such that assumptions II), III), V) of sec. 2 are satis
fied w.r.t. both the pairs H^, P^ and H, P.

Let us remark that we do not assume that

the same be true for W+ and S, and indeed in general it is not true.

Moreover, as

sume that the generalized Fourier transforms F^ and F+ above are implemented by com
plete families c^ eigenvectors of H° and H, <G?(E)| and <Gt(E)j respectively.

Then

it is easily seen that
<GT(E)| = ZjS.j (E)<Gt(E)!
is a complete family of eigenvectors of H in <j>* that implements F".

(15)
The families

<g T(E)| and <G^(E)| are the "in" and "out" states of the formal theory of scattering,
here in a rigorous setting.

Finally, let E be the a.c. spectrum of both Hamiltonians
8

and consider the restrictions of the family <G?(E)| to P % and of the families
•f

*

C

<G7(E) | to P<J).

From now on the' symbols <| and |> will denote such restrictions for

the respective families.

Assume that for such restrictions the following hold:

a) the family <G?(E)| is the restriction to E of a. family <g 9(z )| analytic in a sim
ply connected region R q 3 Z in the plane of the complex energy z; b) the families
<g T(E)| and |FT(E)> are continuous boundary values on I of families <G^(z)| and
|FT(z)> analytic in some simply connected region
It follows that <G~(E)| is analytic in
tion of

in the lower halfplane,

and can be continued into ft, the intersec

with the region of analyticity of the continued S matrix, because of (15)

(provided the series converges suitably). The singularities in ft of the continued
family <G~(z)| are then exactly the same as those of the continued S matrix (apart
from pathological cases in which zeros of <G^(z) | cancel poles of S^(z)).

Now ap

ply formula (12) to the resolvent of the unperturbed Hamiltonian by means of the
eigenvector families <G^(z)| and |F^(z)>; no singularities arise for this operator
in

because ftp is simply connected and includes S2^.

Remark that (12) is valid

here and in the following for the resolvents restricted to <f>, only when suitable
conditions on the not a.c. parts of the spectra hold; otherwise, they are valid for
the respective restrictions to P<t> and P % .

Then, apply to the perturbed Hamiltonian

formulas (10), (12) and (11') (the last one in case S has only one simple pole in ft),
by inserting the family <G^(z)| and letting r to be a path in fi.

These formulas show

that resonances, i.e. singularities z^ in the analytic S matrix continued from above
into the unphysical sheet are associated with:

1 ) eigenvectors and associated vec

tors of H with eigenvalues z^, that can be approximated by vectors in H just as plane
waves can be; 2) singularities, of the same kind, of the continued resolvent of H,
whereas the continued resolvent of Hq is regular; 3) discrete contributions, that de
cay exponentially, to the survival amplitude of vectors in P<j>.

Moreover, the expo

nential contributions of resonances to the survival amplitude are straightforwardly
separated from the background.

6.

The example of the Friedrichs model

The Friedrichs model [16], equivalent to the Lee model in the first sector with
an unstable V particle, provides a simple example in which the theory sketched above
can be implemented.

2

Let tf = C © L (0,+°°), so that a vector in H is a pair (h ;h(E))

where h^ is a complex number and h(E) is in L2 (0,*»).

H^ acts according to H^h =

(Mh^;Eh(E)), with M > 0. H acts according to Hh = (Mh® + g C f (E)h(E)dE;Eh(F) +
0
h gf(E)), where f(E) is a suitable cut-off function and g is a coupling constant.
If we take f(E) to be the restriction to [0,+°°) of a function in Z, the space of
Fourier transforms of test functions with compact support [10, vol. I], and if we
assume that f(0) = 0, f(E) f 0 for E > 0, and g2 < M/J” |f (E) |2E_1 dE, we have the
following.

Choose <p = C + Z:

then all the assumptions of sec. 5 are satisfied and
9

P is the identity.

In particular, as P % = Z, it holds <G^(E) \p> = p(E) and

<G^(z)|p> = p(z), so <G^(z)| is analytic entire.

If we define:

a(z) = z - M -

g2/“ |f(E)|2 (z-E)"1dE, we have:
<G± (E) \p> = gf(E)[a(E^iO)]_1{ / + g

(E') (E*iO-E’) _1 dE'} + p(E) .

The S operator on P^H, diagonalized w.r.t. H^, is S(E) = a(E-iO) [a(E+iO)] ^ , with
-1
2-----continuation into the unphysical sheet: S(z) = a(z)[a(z) + 2irig f^z)f(z)] . For g
small enough and nonzero there is a resonance pole at a point Zq = Eq - i (

F q / 2 )

,

rQ > 0, close to M, solution of the equation a(z) + 2irig2f (z)f(z) = 0 [17],
The theory sketched in sec. 5 holds also for degenerate perturbations; we refer
to [19] for other interesting models where this theory applies.
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